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Abstract

The goal of unsupervised representation learning methods is
to learn a new representation of the original data, such that it
makes a certain classification task easier to solve. Since their
introduction in late 2000s, these methods initiated a revolu-
tion within machine learning. In this paper we present an un-
supervised representation learning method for relational data.
The proposed approach uses a clustering procedure to learn a
new representation. Moreover, we introduce an adaptive clus-
tering method, capable of addressing multiple interpretations
of similarity in relational context. Finally, we experimentally
evaluate the proposed approach. The preliminary results show
the promise of the approach, as the models learned on the new
representation often achieve better performance and are less
complex than the ones learned on the original data represen-
tation.

Introduction
In the last decade, the unsupervised representation learn-
ing paradigm (Hinton and Salakhutdinov 2006; Bengio et
al. 2007; Ranzato, Boureau, and LeCun 2007) initiated a
revolution within the field of artificial intelligence. The key
substance of these methods is learning a new set of features
before addressing a given classification task. The core idea
is to make a classifier more robust by modifying the rep-
resentation of data, in a way that makes it easier to detect
complex dependencies. Much research has been directed to-
wards identifying properties of a good data representation
(Bengio, Courville, and Vincent 2013). An important aspect
to note here is that these methods avoid using any supervi-
sion when constructing the features, but instead find a repre-
sentation that might be suitable for many tasks on the same
dataset.

Intuitively, these methods can be viewed as multi-
clustering procedures, where examples can belong to multi-
ple clusters. A new representation typically takes the form
of a set of binary variables which indicate cluster mem-
berships of each example. Viewed in the context of neural
networks, each hidden node is activated (i.e., its output is
larger than zero) if an example belongs to the cluster indi-
cated by the node. Once obtained, the new representation is
given to a classifier to address a classification task, i.e., a
classifier learns from cluster memberships, not the original
data. One can further inspect the incoming weights associ-

ated with the hidden node to identify features relevant for
the cluster. Moreover, recent results (Coates, Lee, and Ng
2011) show that, in principle, any clustering method (e.g., k-
means) can be used to extract new features, so one is not tied
to clustering methods formalized within neural networks.

Conceptually, a new representation is an abstraction of
the original high-dimensional data into a lower dimensional
space. The importance of abstracting the original data has
been recognized within the relational learning community
since its very beginnings. There the problem is known as
predicate invention (Kramer 1995). The goal of predicate
invention is to extend the original vocabulary given to a re-
lational learner, by discovering novel concepts and relations
from data. The objective of predicate invention is to either
improve the performance of a classifier, or compact a model
while not sacrificing the performance. Many approaches
addressing this problem have been proposed (Muggleton
and Buntine 1988; Wogulis and Langley 1989; Silverstein
and Pazzani 1991; Srinivasan, Muggleton, and Bain 1992;
Craven and Slattery 2001; Perlich and Provost 2003; Popes-
cul and Ungar 2004; Davis et al. 2007; Kok and Domin-
gos 2007a; Muggleton and Lin 2013; Wang, Mazaitis, and
Cohen 2015). We would argue that representation learning
shares the same goals of model compression and accuracy
improvement.

As representation learning provides a relational learner
with a new vocabulary abstracted from the original one, it is
a form of predicate invention. However, in contrast to the ex-
isting work, an important difference has to be emphasized:
whereas existing predicate invention work simply extends
the original vocabulary, representation learning replaces the
entire original vocabulary with a new one, abstracted from
the original vocabulary. We focus on the latter case. This
work presents an approach that leverages a relational clus-
tering procedure to extract a new representation. Concretely,
we apply relational clustering to cluster objects and relations
in a given dataset (discussed in the next section), create new
predicates to indicate the cluster membership, and treat this
as the new representation of the same dataset. Thus, a pre-
dictive model will be learned from the cluster memberships
of the relational objects, instead of the original data.

The potential of clustering for introducing novel and use-
ful information in relation tasks has been utilized before.
Popescul and Ungar (2004) apply k-means clustering to the



objects of each type in a domain, create predicates for new
clusters and add them to the original data. Whereas Popes-
cul and Ungar cluster the objects to enhance the original
dataset representation, we are here interested in learning
entirely from the newly extracted clusters and discard the
original data. Moreover, we cluster both objects and rela-
tions between them. Though such representation could as
well just be added to the original dataset, that would signif-
icantly increase the search space, while learning only from
the abstract one can even simplify it.

Kok and Domingos (2007b, 2008) introduce multiple re-
lational clustering (MRC), a relational probabilistic cluster-
ing framework based on Markov logic networks (Richard-
son and Domingos 2006). MRC simultaneously clusters
both objects of each domain and their relations. This frame-
work as well includes a probabilistic decision on the op-
timal number of clusters, based on how well they explain
the provided data. This work might be considered as the
first work on relational representation learning. However,
the main drawback of this approach is that it is prone to
overgenerating new predicates. Generating new representa-
tion with a large vocabulary makes the subsequent structure
learning increasingly more difficult. Consequently, in their
later work on structure learning (Kok and Domingos 2009;
2010) the authors used MRC as a pre-processing step with
the intention to reduce the size of a given hypergraph. There
MRC was used to identify interchangeable nodes in a hyper-
graph, which can later on be replaced by a new super-node.
Consequently, this makes the subsequent path-finding task,
which identifies the structure of an MLN, substantially eas-
ier. Thus, MRC was not used to provide new language con-
structs, but to simplify the search space over possible formu-
las.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In
the following section we present a high-level outline of our
approach. We discuss the main issues arising when apply-
ing clustering to learn a new representation, and address de-
sirable properties a clustering method should have for this
task. Then, in the following section a new clustering method
is presented, and its advantages over the existing clustering
methods are discussed. In the next section we present pre-
liminary results we obtain with TILDE (Blockeel and De
Raedt 1998). We then conclude the paper.

Representation learning via clustering
As stated before, unsupervised representation learning can
be seen as clustering the original data. However, it is not
immediately clear how to generalize these ideas to the rela-
tional setting. Most of the issues arise from the representa-
tion of the relational data. In contrast to the i.i.d. case where
one has a clear concept of an example, the relational case is
more ambiguous.

Relational datasets can broadly be divided in two cate-
gories. In the first category, the data is simply a large net-
work consisting of many interconnected entities, typically
regarded as a mega-example. Such datasets are typically
considered within SRL (Getoor and Taskar 2007) research.
The datasets in the second category consist of many discon-

nected networks, where each individual network can be seen
as an example. Such scenarios are typical for ILP (De Raedt
2008) research.

When developing relational representation learning meth-
ods, one has to address both scenarios. Therefore, several
questions arise when clustering relational data: (1) what
should clusters consist of, (2) how should one interpret the
similarity of relational objects, and (3) how to choose the
number of clusters. In the i.i.d. case, the dataset contains
only the independent examples and their features, thus, one
clusters the examples. The relational case, on the other hand,
makes it more difficult to find a general approach that works
for both of the discussed scenarios. ILP methods typically
require a user to provide a set of examples and a background
knowledge that describes the examples. For example, when
learning a predictive model for mutagenicity of molecules,
those molecules form examples, while atoms that form the
molecules, as well as their properties, are considered to be
the background knowledge. Though that gives a clear con-
cept of an example, such information is not available within
the unsupervised representation learning task.

To answer the first two questions, we will assume that
relational data is provided as a labelled hypergraph, where
examples form vertices and relations between them form
hyperedges. We will make no further distinction between a
single connected hypergraph or a composition of multiple
hypergraphs, but consider both cases as a hypergraph. For-
mally, the data structure that we assume in this paper is a
typed, labelled hypergraph H = (V,E, τ, λ) with V being
a set of vertices, and E a set of hyperedges; each hyperedge
is an ordered set of vertices. The type function τ assigns
a type to each vertex and hyperedge. The set of all vertex
types is denoted as TV , whereas TE denotes the set of all
hyperedge types. A set of attributes A(t) is associated with
each t ∈ TV . The labelling function λ assigns to each ver-
tex a vector of values, one for each attribute of A(τ(v)). If
a ∈ A(τ(v)), we denote a(v) the value of a in v.

Accordingly, as the answer to the first question, we will
learn a new representation by clustering both vertices and
hyperedges of a certain type in a hypergraph. Moreover,
considering that vertices have associated types, we will not
allow mixing of types, i.e., clusters can contain only vertices
of the same type. Similarly, only hyperedges that connect
vertices of the same type can appear in the same cluster. In
this work, we will also require a role specification for each
predicate, i.e., the information whether a certain argument
of a predicate identifies a feature value or a unique object.
Consequently, the clustering is performed only on domains
that represent objects, not feature values.

The second question is somewhat more difficult to an-
swer. In the i.i.d., case, the features are the only source of
similarity between examples. However, when one considers
relational data, the interpretation of similarity becomes am-
biguous. There, while formulating a similarity measure one
can take into account attribute similarity, similarity of the re-
lations an object participates in, similarity of neighbouring
vertices (in terms of attributes of relationships) and intercon-
nectivity or graph proximity of the objects. Different inter-



Figure 1: Example of criterion with monotonically increas-
ing values as a function of k (from Vendramin, Campello,
and Hruschka (2010)).

pretations might be needed for different problems, making
relational representation learning much more complex than
the i.i.d. case. Given the goal of unsupervised representation
learning, the best solution would be to address multiple as-
pects simultaneously. However, existing relational clustering
methods impose a fixed bias (as discussed in the later sec-
tions), and thus are not entirely appropriate for this task. As
the answer to the second question, in the next section we
will describe an approach that accounts for multiple inter-
pretations of relational similarity. Whereas MRC relies on
probabilistic model to find a good clustering, we explicitly
find clusters taking different similarity interpretations into
account.

The final question did not receive much attention within
the deep learning community, where the number of clusters
is fixed in advance. Consequently, these methods are known
to be very sensitive to the parameter settings, and certainly
require some domain knowledge in order to choose the op-
timal number of clusters. As our strategy is to cluster ver-
tices and hyperedges depending on their domains, choosing
the optimal number of clusters would be substantially more
difficult, as separate numbers should be chosen for each do-
main. Therefore, in this work we choose to employ an adap-
tive method for clustering selection, i.e., learn the number of
clusters from the data.

We propose to use a difference-like criterion Vendramin,
Campello, and Hruschka (2010). Difference-like criteria as-
sess relative improvements on some relevant characteristic
of the data (e.g. within-cluster similarity) over a set of suc-
cessive data partitions produced by a given iterative proce-
dure. Such criteria can be monotonically increasing as the
number of clusters varies from k=2 to k=N , as illustrated in
Fig. 1. In these cases, one usually tries to identify a promi-
nent knee or elbow that suggests the most appropriate num-
ber of clusters existing in the data. Following the suggestion
in Vendramin, Campello, and Hruschka (2010), we choose
the number of clusters as the one that achieves the highest
value of the following formula:

S(k) =

∣∣∣∣C(k − 1)− C(k)
C(k)− C(k + 1)

∣∣∣∣− α · k (1)

where C(k) is the intra-cluster similarity, k is the number
of clusters and α a user specified parameter. The second term
is a penalty on the number of clusters, where the value of α
specifies the preference on the number of clusters: a larger
value states a preference for a smaller number of clusters.

Once the clustering are obtained, we will repre-
sent them in the following form. For each cluster
of vertices we create a unary predicate in form of
clusterID(vertex type) which takes an en-
tity represented by the vertex as an argument. ID is a
unique identifier created for each cluster. Such pred-
icate is instantiated to true if a vertex belongs to a
cluster, otherwise false. Similarly, for each cluster
of hyperedges we create a n-ary predicate in form of
clusterID(vertex type1,...,vertex typen),
which takes an ordered set of n vertices as arguments.
We refer to the cluster-induced representation as a C-
representation.

Type-based clustering over neighbourhood
trees without explicit bias

This section introduces the clustering procedure employed
to learn the new representation. Based on the hypergraph
data representation discussed in the previous section, the
clustering task we consider is the following: given a vertex
type t ∈ TV , partition the vertices of this type into clusters
such that vertices in the same cluster tend to be similar, and
vertices in different clusters dissimilar, for some subjective
notion of similarity. In practice, it is of course not possible
to use a subjective notion; one uses a well-defined similarity
function, which hopefully approximates well the subjective
notion that the user has in mind.

In the following two sections we describe a similarity
measure that can be used in conjunction with any clustering
algorithm. The main motivation behind the introduced sim-
ilarity measure is a capability to address multiple aspects of
relational similarity, as previously discussed, and control the
bias with a small set of parameters. The similarity measure
compares vertices according to their properties, as well as
properties of their neighbourhoods. Therefore, we start by
introducing a structure to compactly represent a neighbour-
hood of a vertex.

Neighbourhood tree
Consider a vertex v. A neighbourhood tree aims to com-
pactly represent the neighbourhood of the vertex v and all
relationships it forms with other vertices, and it is defined as
follows. For every hyperedge E in which v participates, add
a directed edge from v to each vertex v′ ∈ E. Label each
vertex with its attribute vector. Label the edge with the hy-
peredge type and the position of v in the hyperedge (recall
that hyperedges are ordered sets). The vertices thus added
are said to be at depth 1. If there are multiple hyperedges
connecting vertices v and v′, v′ is added each time it is en-
countered. Repeat this procedure for each v′ on depth 1. The



vertices thus added are at depth 2. Continue this procedure
up to some predefined depth d. The root element is never
added to the subsequent levels.

Similarity measure

This section introduces a similarity measure for vertices of
the hypergraph (we use the standard term similarity mea-
sure, though it actually reflects a dissimilarity: lower values
indicate higher similarity). We assume the attributes have
discrete domains.

The introduced similarity measure compares two vertices
by comparing their distributions over attribute values and
edge types in their neighbourhoods. This offers two main
benefits over existing approaches. Firstly, given that in gen-
eral a vertex participates in a non-fixed number of relations,
where neighbours are described by (often overlapping) sets
of attributes and their relations to other vertices, distribu-
tions are necessary to reliably model the neighbourhood of a
vertex. For example, in the Mutagenesis example it makes a
big difference whether a compound consists of 1 positively
and 1 negatively charged atom, or 5 positively and 1 nega-
tively charged atom. However, such information is typically
ignored by the existing approaches. Secondly, comparing
distributions avoids issues arising when comparing the ver-
tices with very different number of neighbours (for example,
properly normalizing for such scenario).

The similarity measure we propose relies on the similarity
measure between multisets. In principle, any measure over
multisets of elements can be used, however, in our experi-
ments, we chose to use the χ2-distance between multisets
(Zhao, Robles-Kelly, and Zhou 2011), which is defined as:

d(A,B) =
∑

x∈A∪B

(fA(x)− fB(x))2

fA(x) + fB(x)
(2)

where A and B are multisets and fS(x) is the relative fre-
quency of element x in multiset S (e.g., for A = {a, b, b, c},
fA(a) = 0.25 and fA(b) = 0.5).

For any neighbourhood tree g, letBl(g) be the multiset of
vertices at depth l in g, andBl,t(g) the multiset of vertices of
type t at depth l in g. All the vertices inBl,t have the same at-
tributes, and each vertex assigns one value to each attribute;
thus, for each attribute a, a multiset of values Bl,t,a(g) is
obtained. Let Bl,e(g) be the multiset of labels of edges orig-
inating at vertices at depth l. Let N be the set of all neigh-
bourhood trees corresponding to the vertices of interest in a
hypergraph.

Let norm(·) be a normalization operator, defined as
norm(f(g1, g2)) =

f(g1,g2)
max

g,g′∈N
f(g,g′) , i.e., the normalization op-

erator divides the value of the function f(g1, g2) of two
neighbourhood trees g1 and g2 by the highest value of the
function f obtained amongst all pairs of neighbourhood
trees.

The similarity of two vertices v and v′ is defined as the

similarity of their neighbourhood trees g and g′, equal to:

s(g, g) =w1 · ad(g, g) + w2 · nad(g, g) + w3 · nd(g, g)
+ w4 · cs(g, g) + w5 · ed(g, g)

(3)

where
∑

i wi = 1 and
• attribute-wise dissimilarity

ad(g, g′) = norm

 ∑
a∈A(τ(v))

I[a(v) 6= a(v′)]

 (4)

measures the dissimilarity of the root elements v and v′
according to their attribute-value pairs, where I is the in-
dicator function,

• neighbourhood attribute dissimilarity

nad(g, g
′
) = norm

 d∑
l=1

∑
t∈TV

∑
a∈A(t)

d(Bl,t,a(g), Bl,t,a(g
′
))


(5)

measures the dissimilarity of attribute-value pairs associ-
ated with the neighbouring vertices of the root elements,
per level and vertex type,

• neighbourhood dissimilarity

nd(g, g′) = norm

(
#levels∑
l=1

∑
t∈Tv

d(Bl,t(g), Bl,t(g
′))

)
(6)

measures the dissimilarity of two root elements according
to the vertex identities in their neighbourhoods, per level
and vertex type,

• connection dissimilarity

cs(g, g′) = 1− norm
(
|{v ∈ B0(g)|v ∈ B1(g

′)}|
)

(7)

reflects how many different edges exists between the two
root elements, and

• edge distribution dissimilarity:

ed(g, g) = norm

(
#levels∑

l=1

d(Bl,e(g), Bl,e(g))

)
(8)

measures the dissimilarity over edge types present in the
neighbourhood trees, per level.

Each component is normalized to the scale of 0-1 by the
highest value obtained amongst all pairs of vertices, ensur-
ing that the influence of each factor is proportional to its
weight. The weights w1−5 in Equation 3 allow one to for-
mulate a bias through the similarity measure.

The above described similarity measure over multisets al-
lows one to define a similarity of hyperedges, as well. As
stated, a hyperedge is nothing more than an ordered set of
vertices, and can therefore be transformed in an ordered set



of neighbourhood graphs. One can extend the aforemen-
tioned similarity measure to operate on ordered sets of mul-
tisets, but an easier solution is to combine a set of multi-
sets into a single multiset. In the experiments we will simple
combine the multisets by concatenating all the elements of
multisets into a single one.

In (Dumancic and Blockeel 2016), we compare the pro-
posed similarity measure with a wide range of relational
similarity measures , as well as a number of graph kernels.
From the perspective of representation learning, the most at-
tractive property of RCNT is the ability to formulate a bias
through the similarity measure. As the goal of representation
learning is to extract better representation of data before the
classification task is known, it is important to abstract mul-
tiple aspects of the data. That is especially true for relational
data where it is not known in advance whether attributes or
relations are important.

Preliminary results with TILDE
Datasets. We have used the following five datasets to eval-
uate the potential of this approach. The IMDB1 dataset de-
scribes a set of movies with people acting in or directing
them. The UW-CSE2 dataset describes the interactions of
employees at the University of Washington and their roles,
publications and the courses they teach. The Mutagenesis3

dataset describes chemical compounds and atoms they con-
sist of. The WebKB4 dataset consists of pages and links col-
lected from the Cornell University’s webpage. Terrorists5

(Sen et al. 2008), describes terrorist attacks each assigned
one of 6 labels indicating the type of the attack.

Evaluation procedure. We are interested in answering
the following research questions: (1) does C-representation
improves the performance of a relational classifier, com-
pared to using the original representation of a dataset?,
and (2) how does it compare to MRC, which is the closest
related work? More concretely, we are interested whether
C-representation improves the accuracy of the model, or
makes it more compact while not affecting the accuracy.
In order to do so, we use TILDE (Blockeel and De Raedt
1998) on the original and the C-representation of several
classification datasets. When creating the C-representation
of each dataset, we use hierarchical and spectral clustering
with the adaptive clustering selection procedure. For each
dataset, we use the following set of weights w1−5 from
Equation 3: (0.5,0.5,0.0,0.0,0.0), (0.0,0.0,0.33,0.33,0.34),
(0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2). The main motivation behind using
these parameter sets is to address multiple similarity as-
pect that might exist in the dataset, as previously discussed.
Thus, the first set of weights uses only the attribute informa-
tion, the second one only the link information, while the last
one combines every component. The final C-representation
is then a concatenation of all clusterings obtained with dif-
ferent parameters.

1Available at http://alchemy.cs.washington.edu/data/imdb
2Available at http://alchemy.cs.washington.edu/data/uw-cse/
3Available at http://www.cs.ox.ac.uk/activities/machlearn/mutagenesis.html
4Available at http://alchemy.cs.washington.edu/data/webkb/
5Available at http://linqs.umiacs.umd.edu/projects//projects/lbc/

As a complexity measure of a model we use the number
of nodes a trained TILDE model has. We use the following
values for the α parameter in Equation 1: 0.1, 0.05, 0.01. In
the case of MRC, we varied the λ parameter in the follow-
ing range: {−1,−5,−10}6. The λ parameter has the same
role as α in the proposed approach, affecting the number of
clusters chosen for each domain. Both training and test ac-
curacies are reported. These results are obtained by 10-fold
cross validation. In that case, we use N − 1 folds to extract
the C-representation, and assign the elements in the remain-
ing fold to the closest clusters in the C-representation.

For the IMDB dataset we use person’s role (actor or di-
rector) as a target. For the UW-CSE dataset, a person’s em-
ployee status (student or professor) is used. For the Mutage-
nesis dataset, we predict whether a molecule is mutagenic or
not. For the WebKB and TerroristAttack datasets, we predict
the type of a webpage (personal, departmental, staff,...) and
an attack (kidnapping, arson, weapon,...), respectively. The
predicates representing the target task were removed from
the dataset when the C-representations were created.

The IMDB and UW-CSE datasets are easy relational
datasets, i.e., simple rules are enough for almost per-
fect performance. We use this dataset to see whether C-
representation will degrade the performance of the classifier
when a classification task is relatively simple. The remain-
ing datasets require complex models to address the classi-
fication tasks. Thus, when using the C-representation, one
hopes to gain performance, as well as obtaining a less com-
plex model.

Results. The results are summarized in Table 1. The ta-
ble shows the results when the original representation was
used (white background), as well as the C- and MRC rep-
resentations (coloured background). Both training and test
accuracies are presented, together with the complexity of
the model. The table includes 6 C-representations obtained
with 3 values for the α parameter and 2 clustering algo-
rithms, spectral (Ng, Jordan, and Weiss 2001) and hierar-
chical (Ward 1963), as well as 3 MRC representations ob-
tained with different λ values.

By observing the results on the IMDB and UW-CSE
datasets, one can see that when the classification task is rel-
atively simple, C-representation does not degrade the per-
formance. One can see that the train and test accuracies
are approximately the same regardless of which represen-
tation is used. Furthermore, the models trained on the C-
representation are consistently less complex than the ones
trained on the original representation. The results with MRC
are however less conclusive. On the IMDB dataset the accu-
racy is preserved while the complexity of a model is reduced.
On the UWCSE dataset, however, the accuracy is reduced
while the model complexity is significantly increased.

The results on the remaining datasets, suggest the fol-
lowing conclusions. Firstly, the results suggest that the C-
representation obtained by spectral clustering yields the
overall best results with regards to the two goals of represen-
tation learning. This combination consistently yields sub-

6Note that it is difficult to exactly match the values of α and λ
as both methods operate on very different scales



Table 1: Accuracy comparison. The first row in the table indicates the performance when the original dataset representation
was used. The coloured rows indicate the performance when the C-representation was used. The first column then specifies the
setup parameters: clustering algorithm (S for spectral, H for hierarchical clustering, M for MRC), and the α and λ parameter

values. Both train and test accuracies are reported, as well as the complexity of the model.

Setup UWCSE Muta WebKB Terror IMDB
Train Test Cplx Train Test Cplx Train Test Cplx Train Test Cplx Train Test Cplx

Original 1.0 0.99 3.0 0.85 0.75 21.4 0.77 0.43 54.8 0.72 0.64 51.2 1.0 1.0 2.0
S, α = 0.01 0.99 0.99 1.9 0.84 0.73 21.4 0.79 0.58 38.9 0.64 0.63 43.2 1.0 1.0 1.0
S, α = 0.05 0.99 0.99 1.8 0.81 0.81 15.2 0.80 0.58 39.2 0.63 0.62 34.8 1.0 1.0 1.0
S, α = 0.1 0.99 0.99 1.9 0.8 0.8 3.0 0.78 0.57 42.9 0.64 0.63 37.4 1.0 1.0 1.0
H, α=0.01 0.99 0.98 1.9 0.79 0.75 8.9 0.68 0.52 35.1 0.49 0.48 29.2 1.0 1.0 1.0
H, α=0.05 0.99 0.99 1.8 0.79 0.76 8.2 0.66 0.52 31.4 0.49 0.47 29.2 1.0 1.0 1.0
H, α = 0.1 0.99 0.99 1.9 0.79 0.76 8.2 0.67 0.51 34.1 0.49 0.47 29.2 1.0 1.0 1.0
M, λ=−1 0.95 0.93 21.0 0.6 0.6 0.0 0.71 0.5 67.6 0.74 0.64 138.7 1.0 1.0 1.0
M, λ=−5 0.97 0.95 25.9 0.74 0.63 23.5 0.73 0.5 67.3 0.58 0.5 126.5 1.0 1.0 1.0
M, λ=−10 0.98 0.96 13.7 0.72 0.72 35.0 0.72 0.53 50.7 0.57 0.51 102.1 1.0 1.0 1.0

Table 2: Vocabulary size for each representation, including
the original one (S: spectral, H: hierarchical, M: MRC)

Setup UWCSE Muta WebKB Terror IMDB
Original 10 12 56 107 5
S, α = 0.01 88 36 26 39 31
S, α = 0.05 64 28 20 29 28
S, α = 0.1 49 19 18 28 28
H, α=0.01 91 22 23 22 26
H, α=0.05 86 22 16 22 26
H, α = 0.1 73 25 14 22 26
M, λ=−1 183 535 253 318 49
M, λ=−5 140 346 111 116 38
M, λ=−10 49 224 56 91 18

stantially less complex models compared to when the orig-
inal representation was used, as well as better performance,
except on the TerroristAttack dataset when the performance
is comparable. Moreover, these models often have lower or
approximately the same training accuracies, while produc-
ing equally good or better results on the test set. This sug-
gests that the models trained on the C-representation have
better generalization properties. Secondly, C-representation
obtained by hierarchical clustering yield no performance
gain, but produces substantially less complex models. This
suggests that the choice of the clustering algorithm itself
plays a significant role in relational representation learning.
Thirdly, though the results suggest that the performance with
C-representation is mostly not affected by the value of the α
value, α influences the complexity of a model, especially
when the spectral clustering was used. Finally, the represen-
tation obtained with MRC mostly does not improve the per-
formance (except on the WebKB dataset) and consistently
yields substantially more complex models.

Table 2 summarizes the vocabulary size of each represen-
tation. Though it might be difficult to draw general conclu-
sions from these results, they point out when representation
learning might be most helpful. When the original vocab-

ulary is relatively small (IMDB, UW-CSE and Mutagene-
sis datasets), the proposed method increases the vocabulary
size. This is the consequence of clustering each domain sep-
arately, and treating edges as an ordered set of vertices. Both
the proposed approach and MRC generate larger vocabu-
laries, with MRC typically generating a much larger vo-
cabulary than the approach proposed here. On the datasets
with larger vocabularies, C-representations produce sub-
stantially smaller vocabularies, whileMRC-representations
typically produce vocabularies larger than the original one.
The datasets with large vocabularies might benefit the most
from the representation learning approaches, as smaller vo-
cabularies make structure learning easier.

Conclusion
In this paper we present a method for unsupervised represen-
tation learning for relational data. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first approach that addresses that question.
Our approach clusters both objects and relations to obtain a
new representation, addressing multiple possible aspects of
similarity interpretation within relational data. We introduce
a novel similarity measure for relational similarity, devel-
oped with the intention of capturing multiple interpretations
of similarity based on a hypergraph representation of rela-
tional data. Finally, an adaptive method for deciding on the
number of clusters is presented. We then present preliminary
results demonstrating the potential of representation learn-
ing with the TILDE learner. The results show that with the
representation extracted by the clustering procedure, TILDE
often yields more accurate and less complex models. We be-
lieve these results show potential of relational unsupervised
representation learning.

Future work includes developing more sophisticated
methods for choosing the optimal number of clusters and
experiments with wider range of (probabilistic) relational
learners. An interesting extension would be to create more
layers of features created with the same method. Finally, an
interesting question for future work is: what makes a good
relational representation?
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